
There you have it: one of the longer Gospels you will hear in a year. I could have 
chosen the version about ¼ as long. Why have you listen through it all?              
So you could hear a list of dos and don’ts from Jesus? 

 That was not Jesus’ intent in this 2000 years ago, and to present it as such a 
list now… would be the opposite of the point Jesus was hoping to make. 

Jesus critiques a wisdom that is not the basis for holiness: unless your holiness 
surpasses that of the scribes and Pharisees...  

 There is a head-wisdom that knows the list of dos and don’ts, that can work 
though the checklist of behaviors that fulfills the expectations of a spouse, 
or parent, or Christian or child…but ignores the disposition of the heart,                   
the shaping of the “why” I’m doing it,   that makes one more holy—like Px.   

 For it is from the heart … that sin comes.  
  Jesus -- who’s Spirit searches hearts-- says so… we have reason to trust it. 
 
Growing up in the midst of 8 kids, there was a lot of parental wisdom that was 

presented as LAW for the house. Be at the supper table on time; no clothes 
left on the floor; if you don’t say placeback while in the chair someone 
could take your spot. (It cut down on parents having to be judges). Another 
was you can’t say you hate your siblings, nor can you call each other stupid.  

 Stupid, or Bonehead, is basically what the word Raqa meant that Jesus said 
could get you hauled before the Sanhedrin. Mom/dad—sanhedrin—alike.     

 I had an older brother who was boss, & a younger who wouldn’t do what I said.  
So when mom or dad were not around, bonehead & stupid were thrown 
around pretty liberally… my sisters had reason to use them too.. and did.  

 
In part those rules were to make life-together in a small house possible.                             

Kids: parents don’t enjoy reminding you those rules—chaos if they don’t!        
Time with you goes way too fast. They don’t enjoy spending it making you 
mad at them… but love & life together takes self-gift which such rules ask.  

 Parent rules were meant to shape not only actions but shape our hearts/values. 
 Jesus too—“bonehead” indicates a basic disrespect, equating action w/ person. 
  That basic disrespect, if allowed to grow, makes a reservoir of the other sins 

that kill relationships: anger, lust, mistrust and more. Pointing out that 
disrespect is at the core of our Church’s social justice teaching womb to tomb 

We still use bonehead in reference to a sib’s actions, but affection shapes its use.  
Mom & Dad succeeded in giving us a reverence for each other and love for 
each other that is at the root of how we tend our sibling relationships. 

 
Jesus’ own stance does not aim to abolish the wisdom in the law & the prophets. 
  
Rather, he wants to fulfill its potential to bring the reign of God’s peace. 
  All those efforts of the law to stamp out murder, adultery, dishonesty and the 

rest of human sin cannot bring the peace of God… if they don’t first reshape 
the hearts of those who turn to those sins and others… to meet one’s needs. 



    
 The Pharisees are working from the Law & Prophets too… but they don’t let 

God’s wisdom shape their hearts as well as their actions and attitudes.    
 Sirach points out 3 times we are created with the ability to choose our wisdom:      
 Isn’t it the desire to serve one’s own interests—and to see my interests as 

serving my peace and joy—that brings my wisdom to see the 
commandments as a minimum to meet, rather than a goal to explore?            
I didn’t kill anybody! 

 Slowly the white lies, the things said in some company but not others,            
the feelings I harbor within are justified in my heart so often, they shape              
my desires away from what God wants, and become my wisdom. 

 Then when we are jostled by life, when I have to bend to pick up the Cross of 
love like Christ’s… what spills out of my heart, is what I’ve held there. 

 
 St Paul speaks of God’s wisdom as mysterious… the kind that is not going to be 

understood with head knowledge… the cross is not going to make sense…        
so it makes sense to me to minimize its impact, and don’t do what hurts. 

 Jesus is here to fulfill the potential of that mysterious wisdom as something not 
to be reasoned with the head, but attended to by a heart seeking first to 
love as God loves, not do as I need. 

 Pope Francis in his Jesus of Nazareth books quotes an old Jewish Scripture 
scholar who was asked “what did Jesus take away from Law/Prophets?”  
Nothing, the old scholar responded. 

 What did Jesus add?  The old rabbi’s answer “Jesus added Himself.”   
  Jesus added His example of living out the commandments from the heart… 
 
We do well to take note of what is within my heart even when I’m choosing what is 

good.  Do I resent it? Is it so I don’t get into trouble, or don’t think I can get 
away with what I want? Is it because I’m not with the right people?           

 If so, the good in my head still needs to shape my heart in holiness. 
  That is probably the conversion Lent beginning in 10 days needs to foster. 
  Let’s take that… to heart. 


